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Mission 
To facilitate the awareness, education, training, and 
use of drones for good by public safety and 
emergency services personnel. 

About 
DRONERESPONDERS is a 501(c)(3) non-profit 
program administered via AIRT, Inc. to provide 
charitable support, education, and testing of UAS for 
public safety and emergency management to serve 
the general public.  Visit us at droneresponders.org 

#GetUp #DronesForGood
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You’ll accomplish this through writing blog posts, facilitating 
forum discussions, participating in interviews with national 
media reporters, and appearing at DRONERESPONDERS 
events.

The DRONERESPONDERS Technical Advisors Program 
(TAP) seeks qualified, committed and engaged leaders 
capable of serving as volunteer subject matter experts 
(SME’s) within the various areas of public safety UAS 
operations.

     
          

          
       

         
  

This position is not for the feint of heart. TA’s must be willing to 
roll up their sleeves and volunteer their time and expertise to
help their public safety brothers and sisters master the art and 
science behind successful public safety UAS operations.

If you believe you can provide what we need as a 
DRONERESPONDERS TA, then we want to hear from you!

TAP Overview

DRONERESPONDERS Technical Advisors (TA’s) are masters 
in specialties such as HAZMAT, Search and Rescue, and SWAT 
operations with UAS. TA’s serve as our primary SME’s for 
education, forum discussions, blog posts, media outreach, 
speaking engagements, and training. In short, they are our 
DRONERESPONDERS rock stars!
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UAS Operators and Technicians

Law Enforcement, Police Officers 
Aviation Specialists

Fire Rescue, HAZMAT, SAR 
Remote Pilots

EMS and Trauma Care Professionals

Emergency Management and Government 
UAS Operators and GIS Specialists

Industry and Subject Matter Experts

Example TA Profiles

Remote Pilots, Part 61 Pilots, Aviation 
Professionals, Academia
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Facilitate and monitor DRONERESPONDERS 
members forum discussions within your 
designated area of subject matter expertise.

Write a DRONERESPONDERS blog post at 
least once per quarter on a subject within your 
designated area of expertise.

Participate in at least one 
DRONERESPONDERS webinar each 
calendar year.

Be willing to speak at DRONERESPONDERS 
events as your schedule permits.

Serve as a positive brand ambassador for the 
DRONERESPONDERS program helping to 
promote public safety UAS.

Expectations for TA’s
What we expect from you as a 
DRONERESPONDERS Technical Advisor
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Apply Now 

As a 501(c)(3) non-profit program, DRONERESPONDERS 
depends on support from dedicated volunteers like you. 

Please email us your resume or a link to your LinkedIn 
profile page, and we’ll contact you shortly. 

CONTACT

Thank you!
Charles Werner, Director
DRONERESPONDERS
charles@droneresponders.org 

Join the DRONERESPONDERS 
Technical Advisors Program Team!

Are you or someone you know ready to start a new mission as 
a volunteer Technical Advisor for DRONERESPONDERS? If 
so, then we want to hear from you!

     Technical Advisor Program 
TAP@droneresponders.org
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Email: TAP@droneresponders.org
 Social: @droneresponders

#getup #dronesforgood




